Abstract-This paper introduces a new systematic approach to equivalent circuit model extraction for linear microwave passive circuits directly from full-wave frequency domain simulation. The devices being modeled may be either lossless or lossy. Adaptive frequency sampling is used to minimize the computational effort of EM simulation while critically assisting in determining the pole locations of an RF circuit. A simple circuit model for lossy RF circuits along with a determined starting point of optimization of lumped element component values is also presented in detail. The overall result is an efficient and accurate means to produce a complete equivalent lumped element model for RF circuits that is suitable for use in conventional SPICE-like simulation software.
I. INTRODUCTION

W
ITH the increasing advent of high-speed mixed signal circuits, maintaining signal integrity has become one of the major issues facing modern circuit design. In order to accommodate this trend and perform overall system simulation accurately requires one mixed signal analysis of conventional digital circuits with RF/microwave distributed circuits. This may be accomplished through one of two approaches. The first is to integrate the digital circuit segment into a full-wave electromagnetic (EM) analysis. Preliminary attempts have been made [1] . The second approach to overall system analysis is to extract an equivalent circuit model from a full-wave EM simulation of the distributed circuit section and embed the model in a conventional circuit simulation [2] , such as SPICE. In order to preserve computational effort, the most efficient means of system simulation is to minimize the amount of full-wave EM simulation. Typical conventional circuit simulation time is insignificant in comparison to full-wave EM methods. The obvious avenue is to extract an accurate equivalent model from the full-wave response and implement the resulting equivalent circuit via SPICE-like simulation techniques.
Although many equivalent circuit models exist for commonly used RF circuits, most are either derived from empirical formulas or constructed based on physical intuition [2] , [3] . The common deficiency in many microwave circuit models is that they are only valid within a limited bandwidth. The major reason is that it is often difficult to determine the number of Publisher Item Identifier S 0018-9480(00)07402-0.
poles and their locations for an RF circuit in a given frequency band simply by physical intuition. This limitation restricts many accepted models usage in high-speed applications where wide spectra of information is needed. Therefore, in order to perform efficient system-level simulation of high-speed digital/RF mixed signal circuits, it is crucial to develop a more general, accurate, and systematic approach for model extraction of arbitrary passive RF circuits. Recently, a general approach to extract lumped element equivalent circuits of RF linear circuits for an arbitrary but finite frequency band has been proposed [4] . The significance of the work is that it constructs the topology of the model by matching the properties of the poles instead of by physical intuition. Although this approach has demonstrated its potential in relevant applications, several serious drawbacks have to be amended to enable the approach more efficient, practical, and easy to use: 1) the approach requires the use of time domain EM simulation techniques such as FD-TD or TLM. Therefore, commonly used EM simulators developed with frequency domain techniques are not easily used; 2) the model for lossy RF circuits is complicated and cumbersome such that the positive real (PR) [5] condition for a realizable network is difficult to be reinforced; and 3) the approach does not provide a systematic means to determine the initial starting point of the circuit parameters so that extensive optimization is required to grope the solution.
In this work it will be shown that a systematic approach can be implemented upon results obtained directly from frequency domain EM simulations to extract an equivalent lumped element circuit model for lossless and lossy linear passive structures. This approach is based on the Cauer network synthesis technique [6] using full-wave EM frequency domain analysis results and an adaptive frequency sampling (AFS) algorithm designed for wide band applications to minimize computation. To improve the efficiency, a simple circuit model for lossy RF circuits is developed. The model is applicable across a sufficient wide frequency bandwidth so that it dictates the major characterization of an RF circuit in the time domain. The model is obtained quickly and accurately without requiring extensive computations from either EM simulation or optimization techniques.
The extraction approach uses a general circuit topology that is fundamentally fixed in form but capable of representing structures with an arbitrary number of poles. The resultant equivalent circuit can be used in any circuit simulator for digital system applications. The overview of this paper begins with the Cauer expansion for lossless circuits and an outline of the equivalent circuit topology, which are both extended to the lossy case. The wide band adaptive sampling algorithm is then presented, and an 0018-9480/00$10.00 © 2000 IEEE effective means of obtaining the starting point of optimization for the lumped element parameter values is illustrated. The validation of the proposed approach is then demonstrated through three numerical examples.
II. CAUER EXPANSION FOR LOSSLESS CIRCUITS
The proposed approach uses Cauer's network synthesis technique [7] . To describe the concept, only two port passive circuits will be illustrated. The concept can easily be extended to a multiple-port network [4] . Synthesis begins with -parameters of the device being modeled. These can be obtained from either measurements or directly from full-wave frequency domain EM simulation. To represent the acquired information in a physically meaningful format, the -parameters need to be converted to the impedance parameters.
It is postulated that for a passive linear circuit, the impedance parameter can be characterized by the following partial fraction expansion [6] : (1) where complex frequency; and residues of poles at zero and infinity, respectively; the th term in the summation contribution from the intermediate pole of the complex frequency . Since the approximation of a lossless circuit is made upon fitting these partial fraction forms to the obtained EM simulation results, all the residues are real and poles are approximated to lie along the imaginary axis. For a realizable network, functions of and must be positive real (PR). Thus the residues for these expansions are anticipated to be positive.
, however, need not be a PR function and therefore its' residues can be either positive or negative. Regardless, for a realizable network, the residue condition must be satisfied (2) III. THE LOSSLESS EQUIVALENT NETWORK Once the Cauer expansions have been obtained for each impedance parameter, we may use the residues and poles to determine the equivalent circuit component values. For each term in the Cauer expansion, there will be a corresponding sub T-network. Thus for a one-pole linear circuit, the equivalent circuit may contain three sub T-networks, one for the residue at zero frequency, one for the residue at infinite frequency, and one for the intermediate pole occurring at the frequency . Such an equivalent network would take the form as shown in Fig. 1 .
In Fig. 1 , the T-network composed of capacitors corresponds to the pole at zero frequency, the inductor T to the pole at infinite frequency, and the LC tanks of T-network represent the contribution of an intermediate poles. Each LC tank T-network corresponds to each intermediate pole in the band of interest. Effects of each branch of the sub T-network on and can be represented using the T-network illustrated in Fig. 2 .
Using the general two-port arrangement, we can illustrate how each branch contributes to the input and transmission parameters. This form may be expanded to an arbitrary number of ports [6] . However, the two-port form may be expressed in reference to the notation illustrated in Fig. 2 (3a) (3b) (3c) where and represent either an inductor, capacitor, or an LC tank. By using this form, it is possible for equivalent models to be produced which represent symmetrical or nonsymmetrical devices. For the process of model extraction, we are interested in determining a set of branch components that produce the same response obtained from full-wave EM analysis. Once the Cauer expansion has been obtained, we may use the residue values of each and function for each pole to calculate the equivalent lumped element circuit parameters. In order for the equivalent network to be realizable, we start with the fact that the transformer turns ratio, , for an arbitrary pole must be contained within a certain range [7] (4) where are the residues of pole . Furthermore, for realizability the residue condition also dictates that the turns ratio must comply with the following equation [7] : (5) Once an acceptable turns ratio that meets the requirements imposed by (4) and (5) for each pole has been chosen, the impedance contribution of each branch in the equivalent T network corresponding to pole may be obtained from the following relations:
where of the form for a pole at zero; for a pole at infinity; for an intermediate pole, as outlined in the Cauer expansion. Once the T-network branch impedance coefficients have been determined, it is possible to directly calculate the values of the lumped elements. For a pole at zero, the capacitance of branch is given by
Similarly for a pole at infinity, the inductance of branch is given by (8) For the intermediate pole at frequency , the values of the tank in branch are given by (9a) (9b) Via the above procedure, it is demonstrated that the general T-network can be used to produce a lossless lumped element equivalent model for a passive linear circuit. 
IV. THE LOSSY EQUIVALENT NETWORK
Since the technique outlined above is for lossless networks, it becomes critical for the general case to accommodate circuits that exhibit lossy characteristics. It is desirable to prescribe the lossy case in the same fashion as the lossless, using sub T-networks and transformers of fixed turns ratio between ports. This allows effects such as radiation loss of a microstrip circuit at intermediate poles to be modeled effectively. We assume that the Cauer expansion of an impedance matrix element near a lossy pole can be characterized primarily by the following expression:
(10) where is a complex pole. A complex pole location is characteristic of a lossy device. A simple modification to the lossless tank for a resistive property could take the form of Fig. 3 . Consequently, the complete equivalent network can be represented by the structure shown in Fig. 4 . Returning to first principles, the above structure can be characterized near an arbitrary pole location for any by
which modifies the lossless Cauer expansion term of (1) to be
To obtain the tank resistor values for a lossy circuit, it is assumed the transformer turns ratio is the same for the real and imaginary . In other words, the turns ratio for the lossy nature of the device between ports exists in approximately the same proportion as the lossless case. Thus the lossy case is simply an extension of the lossless. Once a lossless approximation is made through fitting the Cauer expansion to the imaginary part of impedance, simply adding a linear term to the denominator will account for a lossy structure. For each branch of the equivalent sub T-network the resistor value is easily calculated by
in which for each T-network branch is already determined from the lossless Cauer expansion.
is determined directly from the real part of impedance obtained from EM simulation. The lossless approximation of the Cauer expansion is not affected by this linear term in the denominator. The case for which loss occurs near the intermediate pole location can be evaluated after the residue has been determined.
V. ADAPTIVE FREQUENCY SAMPLING (AFS)
To implement the Cauer synthesis technique, it is essential that the pole location along the imaginary frequency axis be accurately determined. Thus, a large number of frequency samples are required across the frequency band of interest. To enhance the efficiency, a multisectional adaptive frequency sampling (AFS) [8] is developed so that a minimal amount of EM simulation is required to characterize an RF circuit. The concept of AFS is that through sampling a system in the frequency domain adaptively one models the frequency response with a rational function. Once this function is determined, it can be used to generate an arbitrary number of frequency domain responses, to locate the poles of the system described by the -parameters. The rational function used takes the following form:
The frequency is denoted by , and and are the coefficients of the polynomials of the numerator and denominator, respectively. Modeling is accomplished by designating a preliminary number of samples, perhaps at equal intervals, across the full band of interest. Two models are generated whereby the numerator and denominator of one differ in degree by one in comparison to the other. The -parameters of the models are then compared piecewise. The point of greatest difference between the two rational functions constitutes the next sampling point for EM simulation. By definition, this point will be contained in the next pair of functions for , of which both would be of one degree higher than the previous set. The numerator and denominator are increased in degree in an alternating fashion. Ideally, the two models will converge to a common result.
This technique was originally proposed for narrow band modeling. When used for wide band characterization, over sampling may produce an ill-conditioned matrix. To prevent this, the original model is divided into a number of separate models, each of which is developed individually across their respective frequency band. EM samples of previous wider band models are recycled into the next generation of models, thus no computational effort is wasted.
The most important advantage of using the rational function for EM full-wave frequency domain response is that poles of the -parameters are easily located accurately and with a minimal amount of full-wave simulation. This is most apparent when the modeled -parameters are converted to impedance parameters. A large number of sampling points near a pole location finds extreme values of impedance as the magnitude of the function near a pole approaches infinity.
VI. INITIAL APPROXIMATION OF THE CAUER EXPANSION AND
OPTIMIZATION
Since AFS allows generation of a large number of samples, we may use this ability to assist in the location of intermediate poles along the imaginary frequency axis. This is a very good approximation for the lossy case, since the real component of the complex pole for most applications is quite small. Once the approximate pole locations along the imaginary axis are found, a set of linear equations can be established for the lossless Cauer expansion to give initial residue values. Re-examining the Cauer expansion (15) Once for all are located accurately the denominator at a point near the pole can be effectively made a constant. Using the original parameters obtained from full-wave EM analysis, we may create a set of linear equations and solve for initial residue values directly. Afterward, a minimal amount of optimization is anticipated to adjust the residues of the expansion to best match the original EM simulation results. The scheme for optimization is simple and straightforward. The starting point for the partial fraction expansion provided resembles strongly the impedance function obtained from the full-wave analysis -parameter results. A gradient-based scheme is implemented such that the residues of all impedance functions and the corresponding linear terms in each dominator are adjusted such that the Cauer expansion resembles the original EM simulation results as closely as possible. The error function is evaluated by converting the impedance parameters of the Cauer expansion to scattering parameters for each 
VII. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The following three two-port examples are given to illustrate the extraction process outlined above. The full wave analysis results were obtained from the moment method simulation package IE3D from Zeland Software. AFS was used to sample the -parameters across the frequency band of interest, and the model extraction process implemented directly upon these results. No user intervention was required. To obtain the equivalent circuit, it is essential that the impedance parameters of the full-wave analysis be de-embedded.
The first example is a microstrip low pass filter as illustrated in Fig. 5 . Using AFS for this example, an arbitrary number of -parameter results can be obtained from 1 to 15 GHz with only ten full-wave EM simulation samples in the frequency domain. The -parameters are sufficient for not only determining the locations of poles but also the extraction of the residues. The AFS process in this case began with seven initial points spread equally from 1 to 15 GHz. Converting the to -parameters with 50 line impedance, one can easily obtain the Cauer expansion. Fig. 6 compares the synthesized Cauer expansion to the results obtained directly from EM simulation. The pole locations are easily identified once the -parameters are converted to -parameter form. Two intermediate poles within the band of interest are observed at 5.9011 and 10.0021 GHz. The effects of the pole at zero can be seen at lower frequencies in all -parameters, as well as the effects of the pole at infinity, observable at high frequencies. Synthesized element values are listed in Table I .
Using HP ADS the extracted circuit is simulated for the purpose of comparison to the original full-wave EM analysis -parameters. The results are presented in Fig. 7 . Good agreement can be observed for the -parameter comparison of the equivalent circuit model to the original full-wave EM simulation.
The second example presented is a microstrip radial stub filter. It is illustrated in Fig. 8 . Performing the model extraction in the same manner as that of the low pass filter, two intermediate poles are observed in the 1 to 7 GHz frequency band. The Table I .
The final example of a spiral inductor as illustrated in Fig. 10 is presented to demonstrate the proposed extraction method. The device produces four poles over the frequency range of 1-10 GHz. They are located at 2.5910, 5.4495, 7.3040, and 9.5470 GHz. Performing the same model extraction process, we obtain an equivalent circuit model and element values that are listed in Table I . -parameter comparisons for the HP ADS equivalent model simulation and full-wave EM simulation are presented in Fig. 11 . Since the fourth pole of the spiral inductor is near the upper end of the band of interest, it is difficult to fit an accurate pole at infinity residue for the Cauer expansion. As can be observed from Fig. 11 , this effect becomes more pronounced as frequency increases. For this case modeling response beyond the range of the 9.5470 GHz pole would result in a more accurate equivalent circuit model.
VIII. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSIONS
The Cauer network synthesis technique proves to be effective in providing an efficient approach for equivalent model extraction from frequency domain simulation results. The adaptive frequency sampling and the linear equation method for the initial residue values are essential in producing an effective and accurate model directly from full-wave EM frequency domain simulation results. This has been demonstrated by several typical two port microstrip circuit structures. Since this technique is applicable to the lossless and lossy cases, the approach can easily be implemented on any commercial EM simulation software, efficiently and systematically producing accurate equivalent circuit models for passive linear RF circuits.
It is worth mentioning that for a very high-frequency application, in which cross couplings occur, the Cauer's network may not be able to represent the characteristics of the RF circuit pertinently. In this case, some appropriate lumped coupling elements need to be added to accommodate the effect. 
